A Complete List of Nursing Jobs In One Place

LiquidCompass tracks the job postings of every nursing job at every hospital/health system employer in the country every day. We present the lists of jobs in easy-to-use PDF reports called Hiring Sheets that can be accessed anytime at the following website:

www.liquidcompass.com/messiah

Know your choices.
Quickly see a complete list of all employers and locations that might have the right job for you.

Find what you’re looking for.
With one glance, identify all the open jobs that fit your qualifications and specific job search criteria.

Go.
Go directly to the employer job postings that you are interested in and apply.

Green Diamonds indicate exact match

Jump to Employer Job Posting & Apply

Hiring Sheets are like having a personal search agent.

Current Hiring Sheets:
✓ Tech & Nursing Support Jobs
✓ RN Positions for New Graduates
✓ Positions for Graduate Students

Geographic Coverage of Hiring Sheets:
✓ Over 100 cities/markets updated daily
✓ As new jobs are posted we add them
✓ As jobs are filled we remove them

About LiquidCompass
LiquidCompass has built the largest and most accurate database of nursing job openings anywhere. And we refresh it daily. Our mission is to help you understand all your job options and help you get where you want to go. If there is anything that we can do to enhance the Hiring Sheets or help you find the perfect job, please let us know.

If you have questions, please contact:
support@liquidcompass.com   |  1(800) 201-8030